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A. CANCELLED     Sports, Media, and Society (Craig LaMay) Due to unforeseen scheduling conflicts, this 
course has been cancelled for Spring 2022. We hope to offer this course in a future quarter. 
 
 
B. Gothic Architecture: Aesthetics, Inspirations, and Cultural Influences  
Christina Normore, Associate Professor Art History  
Tuesdays, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m. 
 
Mar. 29 The Sensational Gothic  
After a brief overview of the historiography of the term gothic, we’ll consider the changing ideas about 
the place of sensation (and by extension art) and how they shaped the period that will be studied in this 
course. 
 
 Apr. 5 The Birth of the Gothic: Suger and Saint-Denis  
While it drew on earlier developments from throughout Western Europe, Gothic Architecture is usually 
said to have been ‘born’ in the rebuilding work done under Abbot Suger of Saint-Denis in the 1130s and 
1140s. Today we’ll look at this rebuilding and Suger’s explanation of it in order to identify some of the 
motivations behind the emergence of this new mode of building and decorating sacred spaces.  
 
Apr. 12 Race to the Top  
The stunning visual effect of light-filled Gothic cathedrals was only made possible by a series of 
engineering innovations. This class will explain how ribbed vaults, pointed arches and flying buttresses 
together enabled builders to seek an ever higher and brighter architecture.  
 
Apr. 19 Written in Stone and Glass  
The art historian Emile Mâle famously referred to Gothic churches as books written in stone. Today we’ll 
consider both how these buildings used sculpture and glass to tell sacred stories and some ways in which 
these same media were used to question, even undermine, holy stories through the use of ribald and 
risqué imagery.  
 
Apr. 26 Gothic Beyond France – Part 1: The Case of England  
Gothic forms quickly spread beyond France. Their use in England at major sites such as Canterbury allows 
us to begin to think about what new audiences valued in this “French work” and how they adapted it to 
their own needs. 
 
May 3 Gothic Beyond France – Part 2: Crusader Gothic  
From their beginnings in the late eleventh century on, the Crusades and the Crusader States that were 
formed by them served as an unusual and fraught mixing pot of Western and Eastern Mediterranean 
cultures. Gothic was one of the many social forms that were transmitted and transformed by the 
Crusades, as we will see in examples from Jerusalem to Cyprus.  
 
May 10 Hearth and Home  
While most architectural historians focus on church building, domestic architecture and interior 
decoration were equally innovative, and their study reveals important information about the loves of 
medieval people. In this class we will consider some features of domestic settings with a focus on English 
and French examples at multiple social levels.  



 
 
 
May 17 Making a City  
Europe was rapidly urbanizing, and civic leaders then as now sought ways to control and regulate cities 
through urban planning and visual rhetoric alike. Today we’ll look at the case of Siena, Italy, where Gothic 
architecture and painting were united in the project of crafting civic identity.  
 
May 24 Ending the Middle Ages?  
In this lecture we will look back on the materials we’ve covered and consider ways in which trans-Atlantic 
travel both did and did not end the Middle Ages when it comes to Gothic architecture.  
 
 
 
 
 C. The Healing Power of Music Multi-Professor Course  
Faculty from the Bienen School of Music, Feinberg School of Medicine, McCormick School of 
Engineering; Northwestern School of Communication, and Weinberg College of Arts & Sciences  
Thursdays, 9:30 – 11:00 a.m. 
 
Mar. 31 The Sound Mind: Music for Brain Health  
Nina Kraus, The Hugh Knowles Professor of Neurobiology, School of Communication Professor Kraus will 
explore the power of music for healing as well as the destructive power of noise on the nervous system. 
She describes why musicians - defined here as anyone who has played an instrument regularly at any 
point in their lives - have measurably better sound minds for decades. The sounds of our lives shape our 
brains, for better and for worse, and help us build the sonic world we live in.  
 
Apr. 7 Music & the Mind: The Psychology of Music  
David Smith, Distinguished Senior Lecturer, Psychology, Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences What can 
music tell us about the mind and how does the mind constrain our experience of music? This discussion 
will focus on the human experience of music by integrating research and theory from cognitive, social, 
developmental, and performance psychology. Special attention will be paid to the positive ways in which 
music can affect the human condition.  
 
Apr. 14 Music, Movement, & Mind in Parkinson’s Disease  
Jennifer G. Goldman, MD, MS, Section Chief, Parkinson’s Disease & Movement Disorders, Shirley Ryan 
AbilityLab; Professor, Department of Physical Medicine & Rehabilitation & Neurology, Feinberg School of 
Medicine In this session, we address the role and influence of music in neurological movement disorders 
focusing on Parkinson’s disease. Dr. Goldman will discuss the therapeutic role that music can play in 
treating the symptoms of Parkinson’s disease, recognizing the powerful effects of music on motor 
function, cognition, mood, reward, and many others. She will explore how the brain engages in music in 
Parkinson’s and in turn, how music engages and benefits people living with Parkinson’s. 
 
Apr. 21 Neuronal Prediction & Musical Pleasure  
Indira M. Raman, Bill & Gayle Cook Professor of Biological Sciences, Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences 
Our brains reach into the past (memory) but also anticipate the future (prediction) to decide on behaviors 
in the present. All kinds of art, including music, challenge our ability to predict the short-term future and 
to perceive what is “pleasant.” Professor Raman will discuss neuronal circuits (in humans and animals) 
that are involved in prediction, and how music walks the line between the expected and unexpected to 
generate the aesthetic experience.  
 
 
 



 
Apr. 28 CHANGE OF LECTURE from original course brochure 
Prescriptive Music for Palliative Care & End-of-Life will not be given. 
Due to unforeseen circumstances, Dr. Martha Twaddle will not be able to lecture for us at this time. We 
are pleased to include Dr. Stephen Alltop as our speaker for April 28. 
 
April 28 The Sustaining Power of Music  
Stephen Alltop, Senior Lecturer, the Henry and Leigh Bienen School of Music  
Music has an amazing capacity to invigorate and inspire composers and musicians through times of 
hardship, even through the final days of life. With examples from Bach to Bartok, and the personal 
accounts of musicians, this presentation will examine the remarkable sustaining power of music. 
 
May 5 The Impact of Music on Child Development & Learning  
Sarah J. Bartolome, Associate Professor, Music Education, Bienen School of Music Does music make you 
smarter? Does studying piano help kids develop executive functioning skills? Does participation in choral 
or instrumental music lead to better academic performance? This session will explore the ways music and 
music education impact the developing minds and bodies of children and youth, providing a high-level 
overview of research that has examined the influence of music on children’s motor skill development, 
social and emotional development, language, cognitive development, academic performance, and other, 
non-musical skills 
 
May 12 Music & Emotion  
David Smith, Distinguished Senior Lecturer, Psychology, Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences Music can 
evoke powerful emotional responses such as chills and goosebumps in listeners. In fact, positive emotions 
are more frequently associated with musical experiences for listeners, even when they are exposed to 
powerfully sad music. How does music listening produce emotions and pleasure in listeners, and what 
might that tell us about music’s potential as a mechanism of healing? Our discussion will focus on our 
current understanding of the psychology of emotion, music and their interplay.  
 
May 19 The Unforgettable Joy of Making Music  
Nancy Gustafson, Artist-in-Residence, Bienen School of Music Renowned opera singer Nancy Gustafson 
has been connecting people with memory loss to the language and joy of music through “Songs by Heart,” 
an organization she founded to help seniors with dementia to engage with others. This class will highlight 
how to improve the quality of lives with just one song!  
 
May 26 Trauma, Music & the Breath  
Sarah J. Bartolome, Associate Professor, Music Education, Bienen School of Music Heather Aranyi, 
Ambassador and Advisor Buffett Institute and Lecturer, Farley Center, McCormick; Cantor.  How might we 
leverage group singing, rhythm, and breathing techniques as interventions for children processing trauma 
worldwide? This is the question that the Trauma, Music and the Breath (TMB) Initiative seeks to answer. 
An interdisciplinary effort sponsored by the Buffett Institute for Global Affairs, TMB brings together a 
team of experts to investigate the effect of musical interventions on human health and wellbeing. In this 
session Professors Bartolome & Aranyi, co-leads for the TMB Initiative, will share preliminary data from 
this innovative pilot study. 
 
 
 
 D. The History of the Recording Industry 
 Jacob Smith, Professor, Radio/Television/Film 
Thursdays, 1:00 – 2:30 p.m. 
 
NOTE: Prof. Smith will provide a syllabus on our website with suggested listening material. Pre-listening is 
optional, but doing so will greatly enhance the lecture experience. As of this printing, the hyperlinks have 



been tested and are available on the internet, but bear in mind that links do disappear from time to time. 
Please be patient with any ads. 
 
 
Mar. 31 Fugitive Sounds  
We begin with pre-modern conjectures about how sound might be captured and preserved. We track 
how some of those ideas led directly into the invention of Thomas Edison’s phonograph in 1877. From 
there, we consider some of the first reactions to, and proposed uses for this remarkable new technology, 
listen to some of the earliest recordings, and examine some of the recording industry’s first “hits” and 
“misses.”  
 
Apr. 7 NO CLASS MEETING  
 
Apr. 14 Icons of Phonography  
The first era of studio recording is known as the “acoustic” era because sounds were recorded without 
electronic amplification or microphones. With the aid of listening examples, we focus on several “icons” 
of this first era of recording, and by extension, the importance of genres such as opera, blues, and jazz in 
early industry catalogs. In addition to thinking about African American musical styles on record, we will 
cover some of the first African American-owned companies and industry figures. 
 
Apr. 21 Empires of Sound  
This week we cross into the second era of recording technology with the arrival of radio, microphones, 
loudspeakers, and other electronic technologies. The “electric” era of recording is characterized by a new 
set of musical forms, performance styles, and institutional links with radio and the “talkie” films being 
produced by the Hollywood studios. The result was the rise of new media conglomerates, and these 
“Empires of Sound” were one factor in helping the record industry to survive the market crash of the late 
1920s and early 1930s. 
 
Apr. 28 Revolutions in Sound  
The postwar era was marked by a number of technological revolutions in recorded sound, including the 
proliferation of magnetic tape as a recording medium. The flexibility of tape played a key role in the 
emergence of new sounds, new genres like rock and roll and musique concrete, and new independent 
record companies. Rock and roll also represented a shift in the industry’s approach to audience 
demographics, and the baby boomer generation explored the new possibilities of a cross-media 
relationship between record companies and television.  
 
May 5 Multitrack Masterworks  
The creative possibilities of tape were first explored during the 1950s but flowered in the 1960s. We track 
the work of several influential producers and artists, but also expand beyond popular music to think about 
a number of uses of recorded sound during the era of the “long-playing” (LP) record: spoken word, 
comedy, and “environmental” records.  
 
May 12 Cassette Culture  
Tape technology changed the way music was made in the studio, and in the form of portable cassettes; it 
also changed the way music was consumed. This week, we examine the rise of “cassette culture” and its 
impact on the industry, and also consider the cultural and artistic life of several key genres of the era: 
disco, reggae, and dub.  
 
May 19 Digital Boom  
Continuing our examination of Jamaican forms like reggae and dub from last week, we move to American 
hip hop, and in the process, make our last technological sea-change to the era of digital audio. Rap was 
the site of pioneering techniques like sampling, and we examine several influential hip hop producers, 



styles, and record companies. We bask in the glow of an industry boom driven by MTV, the new digital 
format of the CD, and the rise of teen pop. 
 
 
 
 
May 26 Digital Bust  
Bust follows boom, as the record industry is brought low by the emergence of digital distribution 
platforms like Napster. We track the fall of cherished record store chains, and the rise of new ways in 
which consumers experienced digital music. New industry players like Apple enter the game, and 
musicians and record labels scramble to develop strategies for surviving in a radically new economic 
landscape.  
 
 
Jun. 2 Music in the Cloud  
In our final session, we consider the most recent developments in streaming audio, business strategies for 
artists and music companies, emerging technologies like smart speakers, and the state of the industry in 
the era of COVID. We assess the “century of sound” that we have traversed, our current experience of 
recorded sound in our lives, and contemplate the sounds of the future.  
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